
The Plan Collection Begins Offering Free Ground Shipping on All House Plan Orders 
 

–Greatly increases number of house plans available via email for same day delivery– 

 
STAMFORD, CT– (October 1, 2012) –The Plan Collection (TPC), the leading online house plan provider, 
announced today that free ground shipping will be offered on all house plan orders, while also greatly 
increasing the number of house pans available via email for same day delivery.  
 
Builders and consumers alike need access to proven architects and /or house designers and their plans 
because not everyone has access to or can afford top top-notch architects. TPC plans are more affordable 
than custom plans, and since people’s personal tastes vary, pre-drawn plans offer something for almost 
everyone. Popular house plans include Feng Shui, walk-in closets, island kitchens, luxury bathrooms and 
master bedroom suites.  The plans offer many of the most popular features by demanding home builders.   
 
Typical house plans include the following: 
 
Floor Plans – a detailed floor plan layout on blueprints is basically an overhead view of each floor of the 
completed house. Walls are drawn in parallel lines scaled to indicate proper width while locations of 
fixtures and notes often specify more details such as finishes and construction methods. 
 
Foundation Plan - a slab, crawlspace, full basement, or walk-out basement depending on the design. The 
plan delineates the location of the structural elements required to support the loads of the upper floors. 
  
Exterior Elevations - a non-perspective view of the home drawn to scale so that measurements can be 
taken for aspects including front, rear and both side elevations.  Elevations to be drawn at one quarter and 
one eighth inch scale. 
 
Kitchen and Bath Elevations - show the arrangement and size of cabinets and fixtures giving basic 
information that can be used to create customized layouts with a cabinet manufacturer. 
 
Electrical Layout - shows locations of light fixtures, fans, outlets, light switches and incudes a legend on 
the page which explains the symbols.   
  
The plan will also include cross sections and more details to other structural elements. 
 
About The Plan Collection (www.theplancollection.com) 
 
The Plan Collection is driven by the simple idea that great house design should be affordable and readily 
accessible to everyone. The company provides homeowners, prospective homeowners and builders with 
more than 20,000 house plans selected from the nation’s leading designers and architects along with tens 
of thousands of instructional images and inspirational photos. 
 
From the days of printed house plan books to PCs, the Internet, social media, and now tablets – The Plan 
Collection (TPC) and its founders have been dedicated to providing users with a better, more convenient 
and more valuable home building experience. Customers enjoy the benefits of a broad selection of high 
quality home plans and detailed how-to information, an easy-to-search site and knowledgeable customer 
service. TPC understands what homeowners are looking for, and delivers better search results to its 
users. As a result, thousands of houses have been built at a lower cost using pre-drawn house plans that 
meet homeowners’ specific needs and desires. 
 
Contact: 
The Plan Collection 
68 Southfield Avenue, Suite 100 
Stamford, CT 06902 
T: 866-787-2023 

F: 435-514-0028 
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E: Brian Toolan: brian@theplancollection.com 
Media Contact: 
Kristin Gabriel 
MarCom New Media 
T: 323-650-2838 
E: kristin@marcomnewmedia.com 
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